1987 volvo 240

The Volvo Series or and Series is a range of mid-size cars produced by Swedish company Volvo
Cars from to , with more than 2. The series overlapped production of the Volvo Series to As the
Series remained popular, only the Series was displaced by the Series, which Volvo marketed
alongside the for another decade. The was replaced by the Series in , a year before the was
discontinued. Production of the ended on 14 May , after nearly 20 years. The looked much like
the earlier and , for they shared the same body shell and were largely the same from the cowl
rearward. However, the incorporated many of the features and design elements tried in the
Volvo VESC ESV in , which was a prototype experiment in car safety. The overall safety of the
driver and passengers in the event of a crash was greatly improved with very large front and
rear end crumple zones. Another main change was to the engines, which were now of an
overhead cam design. The series also received a V6 engine in lieu of the 's inline-six. The Series
had MacPherson strut -type front suspension, which increased room around the engine bay,
while the rear suspension was a modified version of that fitted to the Series. The steering was
greatly improved with the installation of rack-and-pinion steering , with power steering fitted as
standard to the GL, DL and GL, and there were some modifications made to the braking system
in particular the master cylinder. The front end of the car was also completely restyled with a
"shovel nose" which closely resembled that of the ESV prototype vehicle â€” that being the
most obvious change which made the Series distinguishable from the earlier and Series. Other
than all the changes mentioned above, the Series was almost identical to the and Series from
the bulkhead to the very rear end. In , a facelift meant a redesigned rear end for sedans, with
wraparound taillights and a trunk opening with a lower lip. All models were available with a
choice of four-speed manual or a three-speed automatic transmission. Overdrive was also
optional on the manual GL, while a five-speed manual gearbox was optional on the GL and GL.
In the autumn of for the model year in America , the DL estate became available alongside the
existing range, and this was the first production Volvo estate to be powered by a six-cylinder
engine. The choice of gearboxes was also improved, with overdrive now available as an option
in all manual models except the base-model L and L. As before, a three-speed automatic was
optional in every model. The B21A engine gained three horsepower; a new steering wheel and
gearknob were also introduced. The raw bodies were sent from Sweden to Grugliasco for
lengthening, reinforcing, and finishing. In the grille was altered, now with a chrome surround.
Rear view mirrors were now black, while the front seats were changed as were the emblems,
while interval wipers were introduced. The model year brought a full facelift front and rear, the
most obvious change being the adoption of flush fitting square headlamps in place of the
recessed circular units, whilst the sedans received new wraparound rear lamp clusters and a
restyled leading edge to the trunk lid, although the rear of the wagons remained unchanged.
The GLE was added while the L was cancelled, and the six-cylinder diesel arrived late in the
year. For there was yet another new grille, while the station wagons received new, wraparound
taillights. The Turbo arrived, while six-cylinder models now had a more powerful 2. The
instrument pod itself, which had been unaltered since the model year Series, was also
redesigned. Incremental improvements were made almost every year of the production run. One
of the major improvements was the introduction of the oxygen sensor in North America in late
models , which Volvo called Lambda Sond and developed in conjunction with Bosch. It added a
feedback loop to the K-Jetronic fuel injection system already in use, which allowed fine-tuning
of the air and fuel mixture and therefore produced superior emissions, drivability and fuel
economy. In the domestic Swedish market, the could be had with a 2. The GLT and Turbo
versions received a taller grille. About one-third of all s sold were station wagons , which
featured very large cargo space of 41 cubic feet 1. The jumpseat came with three-point seat
belts, and wagons were designed to have a reinforced floor section, protecting the occupants of
the jumpseat in the event of a rear-end collision. A Volvo DL was driven by IKEA founder Ingvar
Kemprad, who stopped driving it when he was told the car was too dangerous due to outdated
safety design two decades later. The last produced was a blue station wagon built to the Italian
specification and named the "Polar Italia", currently displayed at the Volvo World Museum. The
series was offered with three families of engines. Most s were equipped with Volvo's own red
block , 2. Both overhead valve and overhead cam versions of the red block engines were
installed in s. The B20 was used only in the early years and subsequently replaced by the B19 ,
a smaller version of the B Power of the carburetted versions increased for the model year.
Known as the PRV family, they were developed in a three-way partnership among Volvo,
Peugeot and Renault , diesel models are powered by diesel engines purchased from
Volkswagen. In Greece and Israel the 1. The series retained the B20A inline-four engine from the
Series in certain markets, with the new B21A engine available as an option on the DL models.
The US and Canadian series ranges were not identical; the B21A carbureted engine was never
available in the US, but was the base engine in Canada from through All s were fuel-injected in

the US market; the carbureted B20 and B21 engines were not available due to emissions
regulations. The turbocharged B21FT engines were available from to Beginning in , the engine
displacement for non-turbo engines was increased to 2. From on, Canadian models received the
US model engines, usually in state form, except for the Turbo which was only available with
California emission controls. The models had a completely new degree V6 B27E engine,
sometimes called the "Douvrin". This engine was unusual at the time, being composed of many
small parts in a modular design as opposed to a monolithic engine block and head. In
fuel-injected form, the B27F was introduced to the US in the series. Volvo increased engine
displacement to 2. The updated B engine used in the final years of the and models did not suffer
from the same premature camshaft wear as the earlier PRV engines. Volvo's new diesel engine
was purchased from Volkswagen and was a six-cylinder iteration of the ones installed in diesel
Volkswagen and Audi vehicles at the time. At the time of introduction, the six-cylinder Volvo
was one of the fastest as well as quietest diesels sold. A Bosch mechanical injection system is
used that requires constant electrical input so that the fuel supply can be cut off when the
ignition key is removed. The lesser D20 engine was the same as installed in the contemporary
Audi ; it was only sold in select markets where it was favoured by the tax structures. Most D5s
went to Finland but it was also marketed in Italy between and The diesel had originally been
intended to be sold North America first and foremost, but in actuality the D24 only became
available in the North American market beginning with the model year. After the US diesel
market collapsed, sales decreased to ever smaller numbers and it was discontinued after the
model year. The series cars were identified initially by badges on their trunk lid or rear hatch in
a manner similar to the system used for previous models. Throughout the series' production,
different levels of luxury were available for purchase. The actual equipment and availability of a
particular trim level varied depending on the market. The letters normally appear on the trunk lid
or rear hatch of the car except for during MY and had originally represented the following,
although by the s the letter codes had officially lost any underlying meaning: [30]. The 4 and 6
codes soon lost their original meaning as signifying the number of cylinders with the
introduction of B17 -engined four-cylinder Volvo s for export to Greece and Israel in the late s.
There was also a six-cylinder GLT in some markets, as well as both six- and five-cylinder
diesels labelled The second digit now only denoted how luxurious the car was. Several trim
levels were special offerings only available during certain years or for unique body styles:.
Sometimes, the engine type of a car was also designated by badging. In some instances, these
badges were omitted, replaced trim level badges, or even used in combination with them:. The
Turbo model was discontinued in early Quad indicates two headlamps per side; all others one
headlamp per side [35]. Volvo produced a prototype for a hatchback version in , badged the
Volvo GL , but it was not chosen for mass production and is now on display in the Volvo World
Museum in Gothenburg , Sweden. Volvo also produced a prototype in called the GTC Turbo ,
which had roof pillars similar to that of a C, and a body design of a GT. It also came with striping
on the sides, close to the bottom of the car with the word turbo on it to make it seem lower than
it actually was. It was originally planned to have two engine choices, a 16 valve I4 engine made
for racing , and a turbocharged version of the B21 Redblock I4 engine which was under
construction. Despite its non-sporting image, the Volvo was a successful competitor in touring
car racing in the s. In Volvo produced evolution version of the Turbo with a larger turbocharger
and other performance modifications. All of these special cars were exported to the United
States with the special equipment kit in the trunk of each car. All , except for one car which was
returned to Sweden, were subsequently stripped of their GpA homologation equipment and sold
as standard road cars. This was allowed under the Group A regulations, the cars only having to
have been made and not necessarily sold. Nevertheless, it did lead to protests from other
teams, until Volvo was able to produce proof that the cars had indeed been manufactured.
Nevertheless, the Turbo proved a successful competitor, and in won the Zolder round of the
European Touring Car Championship. Volvo Motor Sport, VMS, did not run the cars directly,
instead contracting the services of established teams to prepare and manage them, with
technical assistance from VMS. The Eggenberger Motorsport team was the most successful of
these. In , Volvo signed Swiss engine guru Ruedi Eggenberger to run its works team. Around
the world, other teams were also running the Volvo T with fair degrees of success. Francevic
won the Australian Touring Car Championship the first and only time that the title had been won
by a Volvo driver and the first time since its inception in that it had been won with a car powered
by a turbocharged engine. The Volvo Turbo won the 24 Hours of Zolder in and Volvo withdrew
from the sport at the end of the season, partly because of the RAS team being found guilty of
using non-approved race fuel, but primarily because the T had achieved what it set out to do.
Volvo did not return to touring car racing until the advent of super touring racing in the early s,
with the model. The also enjoyed some success in other branches of motorsport. Although

Volvo had pulled out of rallying in the early s, the Turbo did see action as a Group A rally car in
the mids, but without works backing it met with only limited success. The normally aspirated
version remained eligible for international competition until , and to this day the remains a
popular clubman's rally car in Scandinavia. This is a championship for amateur rally drivers
using Volvo s, s and s. In the interests of cost control, only very limited modifications are
allowed to the cars. The series attracts large numbers of competitors, attracted by its low cost
and by the Volvo's rear-drive handling and reliability. Because it is cheap and robust, the has
also become very common in folkrace competitions. In the UK the is popular for banger racing ,
due to its strength. The Volvo is now a common choice alongside Ford Granadas and Jaguars
for using at unlimited banger meetings. In the United States, s regularly appear in low-budget
endurance racing series such as 24 Hours of LeMons , where the reliability, durability, and easy
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Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Front-engine, rear-wheel-drive. The international
version has white parking lamps and larger headlamps ; the American version has side
markers. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Volvo Series. Small family car. Compact
executive car. Executive car. Crossover utility vehicle. V90 Cross Country. The Volvo is a
timeless car that does what cars are built to do. I just really like the car and the model. She's
worked so very hard for me and never complained a bit. The engine is great, though has lost
power over the years and when it is especially weighed down with cargo. Everything else is
clinch. Will hold the whole world, more than any pick up truck. It has the best turning radius of
any car I've ever driven, including tiny little rentals. Primary Use: Utility towing boats,
transporting cargo, etc. Pros: Huge and very reliable. Also exceptionally safe. Super nice new
cd player. Cons: Old, no perks whatsoever. No ac, cabin lights, front seats appolstary in bad
shape. Solid, Safe, Reliable Brick â€” This car has required very little maintenance over the
years. It still runs great. With regular tuneups they can go such a long time. They are solidly
built Pros: Strong, Safe, Reliable, Little maintenance required. Cons: Not very sexy, Older cars
require more maintenance as they age, plastic housing gets brittle and crumbles when it's been
in the sun. Nice, Solid Swedish Brick â€” Good runner, nice looking, classy, refined, swedish.
Cons: Brick like aerodynamics, cheap DOT plastic headlights like to fog Its Ok â€” volvos are
slow One Of My First â€” this was actually something of my third car, worked really nice and
worked every time. It is an excellent world car - I like it. Read More. A Volvo Wagon is one of
those cars that defies logic. A slow, boxy, minimalist station wagon, which changed very little
over its 18 year production run should not inspire great enthusiasm. My dark grey Volvo Wagon
was superior in every respect. Had hardly a minute's trouble with it. Beautiful 2. Loved it so
much. Bought it in and had it for five years. It was a guzzler by European standards but bui I
purchased my '91 as a commuter and winter car. For what you pay, it drives better than many
newer vehicles and has some features like seat warmers, rear floor air vents, air conditioning,
lumba The secret is what's under the bonnet It's what you would call a "sleeper". This is
definitely a keeper, it's resale value is crap but it's sentimental value is through the roof. A

dream car wh I've been looking for one for years and I've finally found one! Couldn't be more
please with my purchase. I've never driven a stick before and I probably shouldn't be learning
on a car like this but w Did not get the pleasure of driving for to long due to the fact I was not
car savvy. I had my brother-in-law drive it and he thinks that it is a very comfortable, solid and
well built car. Very low ma I am indeed satisfied with it's performance. It can do burnouts and
can still defeat many other cars in the market. Furthermore, it can also drift perfectly. The build
quality of this car is serious Ok acceleration. Good braking. Handling is Amazing. Squeaks a bit.
Outside looks like your classic four-door Sedan. Very sharp. Inside is plain. Gets about 25mp
CarGurus has 21 nationwide listings and the tools to find you a great deal. Have you driven a
Volvo ? Rank This Car. User Reviews. Displaying 1 - 10 of Volvo 10 reviews. Ekpikot4 writes:. Is
this helpful? Yes No. TheLord24 writes:. Kavirao writes:. Back Seats:. Variantsyah writes:.
Cargo Capacity:. Pros: everything. Cons: the fuel economy. Zachary writes:. Primary Use:
Commuting to work Pros: suspension is fun. Cons: you ain't gona go flyin in this thing. Kim
writes:. Eugene writes:. Pros: Will run forever, classic styling. John writes:. Cons: other cars
cant come close. Erik writes:. Pros: workhorse, never stopped going, solid. Cons: slow, noisy.
David w
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rites:. Pros: comfort on long trips,reliability,looks. Cons: fuel economy. Reviews From Other
Years. Read all 8 Volvo reviews. Read all 6 Volvo reviews. Read all 5 Volvo reviews. Read all 16
Volvo reviews. Cars compared to Volvo Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for
Sale. Compare Volvo to Related Models. Select Year Pros: everything Cons: the fuel economy 7
of 10 people found this review helpful. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: suspension is
fun Cons: you ain't gona go flyin in this thing 7 of 8 people found this review helpful. Pros:
Strong, Safe, Reliable, Little maintenance required Cons: Not very sexy, Older cars require more
maintenance as they age, plastic housing gets brittle and crumbles when it's been in the sun 9
of 10 people found this review helpful. Pros: workhorse, never stopped going, solid Cons: slow,
noisy 4 of 4 people found this review helpful. Pros: comfort on long trips,reliability,looks Cons:
fuel economy 6 of 6 people found this review helpful.

